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Public Art exists since long in various shapes in different societies, (Omar et al. 2016 ) that are 
141
Data analysis
142
For statistical analysis, the data were collected, coded and imported into Microsoft Excel 2013.
143
Labeling of each variable and value was performed, and missing data was also noted for elimination 
Results and Discussion
148
Geographically the Urban landscape of Pakistan is composed of big and small cities and towns.
149
Each of these cities and towns comprises of distinctive characteristics depending on its cultural and 150 social background. The concept and application of modern public art in Pakistani cities and towns
151
are new and has never been critically considered. Public art in Pakistan is gaining its importance, and 152 people understand the concept of Public art gradually. In order to know well about the Public art in
153
Pakistan, it is essential to identify the public art history in the country; the local people attitude 154 towards public art and the cultural preferences of public art in cultural and religious context. 
172
The British Raj sculptures were academic in British style of classical European sculptures and 173 were meant to convey the fact of conquest and reform of art that went with the mission of civilizing 174 the conquered. The earliest sculptures and other artworks of the British colonial time that are existed 175 in Pakistan were the statues of British Royalty i.e. the sculptures of Queen Victoria (Fig 2a) and some 176 different iconic personalities of that time like Alfred Woolner (Fig 2b) etc., which were placed mostly 177 in Public places and were adequately commissioned by the colonial government since 1880s (Naqvi 
210
After these earliest power manifestations, the very first works that had a convinced art and 
240
The four main and big petals of the monument symbolize the four provinces (Baluchistan, Punjab, 
254
in Islamabad and Lahore (Fig 5) . In Bahria town, one can found all sorts of public art such as murals,
255
monuments, historical sculptures, street art with special artistic appeals, and modern and ancient
256
types of artworks, which are the unique characteristics of these urban landscape. 
258
269
contemporary artworks in Kalma Chowk, Lahore (Fig, 6a ) and the Peace Chowk (peace square) in
270
Peshawar (Fig, 6b) are also some good examples of the public art which is giving these localities a 271 sense of identity. The recent installation of public art "city within a city" (Fig, 6c) in Istanbul Chowk
272
Lahore completed in 2015 got more fame on social media and TV shows as one of the noticeable and 273 modern public art installation in the country. This work was efficiently commissioned by Lahore
274
Biennial and Commissioner of Lahore which was assigned to Atif Khan, a lecturer at the National 
The Logic behind Public Art in Pakistan
279
Pakistan has some unique feature as compared to rest of the world has a considerable difference 
356
The available information of each city when individually assessed showed that variation exists 
373
The issues concerning public art created during the British era were either protected in 
383
Interestingly, the core research questions being addressed was, what is the history of public art
